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An architectural triumph on Elwood’s tree-lined Golden Mile, this multi-level marvel delivers high amenity, low

maintenance living that brims with modern family flair. Ascending over three expansive levels and meticulously crafted to

cater to those who love to entertain. The home leads the way in urban luxury within walking distance to Elwood Primary,

village shops and the beach.Going beyond conventional elegance, a sleek cantilevered facade creates a striking first

impression, while an internal winter garden offers a distinctive touch to the home’s already impressive features. Crowning

a contemporary reverse-living layout is a sprawling family domain aglow with natural light. Here the seamless integration

of indoor and outdoor spaces allow you to revel in the beauty of each season while enjoying the superior comfort of this

private sanctuary.The kitchen is a culinary haven with its endless stretches of thick luxe marble, integrated appliances

including Miele cooking and Liebherr refrigeration, and volumes of soft-touch cabinetry. A BBQ kitchen offers an

appealing alternative for relaxed meals. Dine inside or out with vast spaces to choose from depending on the occasion.

The top level is also home to a custom-fitted home office that opens to the glass-wrapped courtyard providing a tranquil

yet connected place to work from home. Exceptionally accommodating with up to four bedrooms, two stunning

hotel-style bathrooms and two powder rooms. The main-suite is luxuriously appointed with its own dual vanity en suite,

fitted walk-in robe and glass-sliders to a private outdoor area. The basement offers the option of further accommodation

or a home gymnasium along with a wine cellar and huge media room that will thrill those who are young and young at

heart.Designer detailed with soaring raked ceilings, extensive glazing and clerestory windows, full-height doors, timber

flooring, custom storage and marble surfaces throughout. Climate controlled featuring ducted heating/cooling, gas pebble

fireplace, automatic blinds and solar panels, remote garage and auto-gated parking. This remarkable home makes a bold

statement of family excellence in an exclusive Elwood locale. For more information about this multi-level marvel please

contact Guy St Leger on 0411 861 666 at Buxton Brighton.


